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ABSTRACT
We consider the task of exploratory search through graph queries
on knowledge graphs. We propose to assist the user by expanding
the query with intuitive suggestions to provide a more informative
(full) query that can retrieve more detailed and relevant answers.
To achieve this result, we propose a model that can bridge graph
search paradigms with well-established techniques for informationretrieval. Our approach does not require any additional knowledge
from the user and builds on principled language modelling approaches. We empirically show the effectiveness and efficiency of
our approach on a large knowledge graph and how our suggestions
are able to help build more complete and informative queries.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A knowledge graph models facts as a set of subject-predicate-object
triples forming a graph [8, 38]. These resources gained much interest and hence the task of knowledge graph search via graph queries
is of paramount importance. These graph-queries are structures that
describe the characteristics of the elements of interest [6, 18, 27, 48].
Yet, in query answering, novice users, especially in exploratory use
cases, are often unable to fully specify a structure that would have
retrieved all the information of interest [22, 28, 44].
One useful exploratory query paradigm in knowledge graphs
is exemplar queries [18, 24–27]. As opposed to traditional query
answering, in which the query is a set of specifications for the
elements of interest, an exemplar query is an example from the many
elements of interest. As such, the answers are not the structures
that comply exactly to the query-graph, but elements that have a
similar structure to the one in the user input. For instance, in the
query ⟨A. Kleiner, supervised, A. Einstein⟩, one answer can be ⟨D.
Sciama, supervised, S. Hawking⟩.
Given a graph-query, there are many different ways it can be
expanded. Yet, not all expansions may be of interest to the user, and
a large number of expansions may overload the user. We are the
first to propose an interactive graph-query expansion for graph exemplar queries on knowledge graphs. Interactive query expansion
refers to the problem of retrieving a set of suggestions and the user
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Figure 1: Query steps for “Einstein Academic Education”.
selecting one of them [12]. Previous works on interactive graphquery expansion focus on the task of entity-list completion [36, 47],
while existing systems like SPARKLIS [10], suggest entities that
match particular user specification, disregarding structures with
complementary information [36, 47]. As a consequence, they are
not suitable for generic exploratory needs. In our case, the user
provides a partial graph exemplar query and the system responds
with the k most relevant expansions to complement such query.
Suggesting graph-query expansions requires a way to assess
the likelihood a candidate expansion represents the actual user
need. Graph-query suggestions have not been studied formally so
far, and traditional IR approaches were not designed to work in
such a domain. Traditional IR methods cannot readily adapt to the
structure of knowledge bases that have no document structure.
Recent work has proposed the contextualization of knowledge
graph facts [43] as a supervised learning problem which requires
complex training and manually labelled data and does not offer a
model for query expansion compatible with the classical IR models.
In this work, we present a novel approach to suggest query
expansions for graph-queries. Graph-query expansions are edges
that can be added to the current query. Our model expands IR methods based on pseudo-relevance feedback and language-models [4,
31] by including structural information described by the query and
answer graphs through neighbour edge-labels. Graph-query expansions are then ranked and proposed to the user. Our approach
does not pose restrictions on the structure of the knowledge graph
nor requires labeled data (e.g., query logs) as in previous methods [7, 16, 17, 43]. The simplicity of the model offers much higher
flexibility and efficiency to run in massive graphs like Freebase.
Running example. Consider a student querying for facts about
the education of famous scientists, who knows only A. Einstein as
an example. To obtain information about the scientists’ education
using the exemplar query formalism, it is necessary to specify a
graph query describing the relationships or attributes of interest
by including in the exemplar query A. Kleiner as Einstein’s advisor.
An exemplar query engine [18, 27] will retrieve all the other similar
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structures that include those aspects. A person oblivious to these
details would only know Einstein’s name and would not be able to
specify such example. Our goal is to help these users.
In our work, the user starts with the query “A. Einstein”. The
system then suggests additional information, e.g., the facts that he
invented the “Einstein Refrigerator”, or that he had a PhD. The user
will then select the most suitable suggestion among the options, e.g.,
⟨education, PhD⟩ (Figure 1, left). This latter selection is interpreted
as a new query and the system will retrieve a list of scientists accompanied by their education. The system can also respond with a new
set of suggestions. For example, given the expansion ⟨education,
PhD⟩, the system proposes more related options (i.e., advisors, and
awards, as in Figure 1, right). The process continues until the user is
satisfied with the answers. Without such a system, the user would
be forced to a laborious search among all available edges, often
hundreds or thousands.
Therefore, in this work: (i) We formally define the problem of
Suggesting Graph-Query Expansions (Section 3) and provide a
model based on intuitions from language-modelling and relevance
feedback (Section 4). (ii) We propose two unsupervised methods to
estimate the relevance of expansions based on edge frequency and
compare them with two strong baselines: surprise [33] and Markov
models [3]. (iii) We show that our framework outperforms other
methods even when the query contains just one edge, obtaining an
NDCG score between 0.5 and 0.6 on the top-10 suggestions. (iV)
We show with a user-study that our framework provides useful
suggestions quickly by exploiting only edge frequency. Yet, the
framework can integrate more complex structures if needed.

2

RELATED WORK

Note that oftentimes in exploratory search, the user is not able
to express their information needs in clear terms [44]. Hence we
cannot rely on the user to provide a precise description of the graph
structures they are interested in. To our knowledge, no previous
work tackles the problem of example driven graph-query expansion
in knowledge graphs. Related works for query expansions and
knowledge graph exploration are outlined in Table 1, yet most of
them miss important features to address this problem.
Query Expansion and Suggestion. Query expansion improves
document search by including additional terms in the user’s query
either automatically (implicitly), or interactively. Automatic Query
Expansion (AQE) [5] is a one-shot approach that augments the query
with additional terms and uses the expanded query to retrieve a different set of documents. Such automatic methods do not incorporate
user feedback and potentially deliver irrelevant results [32]. Rather
than changing the query directly, Interactive Query Expansion (IQE)
shows alternative (expanded) queries to the user, generated either
via user explicit feedback on the results [12, 39], or implicitly via
some prior information [2, 11]. Yet, the scarcity of user feedback
can hinder the applicability of such methods.
Other works harness external sources [14, 19] or pseudo-relevant
feedback [4, 20] to help generating expansions. With external sources,
expansion terms are retrieved from thesauri [14] or knowledge
graphs [19]. Knowledge graphs and thesauri are accessed as dictionaries, thus such methods do not deal with the expansion of
graph queries. On another vein, Pseudo-Relevant Feedback (PRF)
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techniques [4] build expansions in a data-driven manner by considering the words contained in the user query’s results. Pseudorelevant feedback embodies language models [4] based on word cooccurrences and provides an effective solution for keyword query
expansion in documents. However, until now there has been no proper
adaptation of such models on graphs. Graph Relevance Feedback
(GRF) [37] proposes the use of a ground-truth query set similar to
pseudo-relevant feedback, but only to re-rank answers for keyword
queries on graphs, without proposing any graph-query expansion.
Exploratory search in knowledge graphs. Exploratory methods overcome the rigidity of declarative languages in graphs, such as
SPARQL [35]. Entity search allows for automatic completion of a set
of seed entities (persons, organizations, places). Such an expanded
list of entities can complement an ambiguous user query [19] or
provide explanations of the original seed entities [47]. However,
these methods do not interact with the users towards their intended
answers, nor do they provide any query construction mechanism.
Exemplar queries [27] allows users to specify a representative of
the results of an unknown query; the algorithm then discovers
and returns the other results. Similarly, Graph Query by Example
(GQBE) [18] extends the idea to multiple exemplar entity tuples.
Example-based queries, albeit expressive, do not interact with the
user and require the input of a full example (a subgraph or a tuple).
Graph navigation systems. User interfaces for query formulation [9, 10, 15, 17, 34] either (i) assume the user can navigate through
the entire graph structure (often ranking suggestions in decreasing
frequency order [10]), but do not restrict the potentially large number of expansions [9, 15, 30], or (ii) rely on heuristic approaches
based on query logs [17]. Similarly, faceted search allows smart
filtering of large result sets along different attributes [13]. Faceted
search proposes no preferred suggestion, leaving the user unassisted. On the other hand, our approach provides concrete and
relevant suggestions on how to expand graph-queries.
Knowledge graph fact contextualization [43] augments a given
knowledge graph fact (edge) with additional facts that help the
user understand its context. A supervised fact contextualization
method (NFCM) trains a neural network on hand-crafted features
and human-annotated data enriched with meta-data extracted from
Wikipedia. This supervised machine-learning process is aimed at
producing short natural language descriptions of a fact. Instead, we
assist the graph-query construction in an unsupervised manner.

3

PROBLEM FORMULATION

A knowledge graph is a set of entities and relationships among them.
Knowledge graphs are represented as directed labelled multi-graphs,
in which nodes model entities, edges relationships among them, and
labels the names of entities and relationships. Given a finite set L of
entity and relationship labels, a knowledge graph K is described by
a triple ⟨V,E,L⟩, where V is the set of entities and E ⊆V ×V ×L is a
set of relationships (or facts) among entities represented as labeled
edges. In the following, to ease the presentation, we also indicate
with ℓ:V ∪E →L a labelling function on entities and relationships.
A graph G ′ :⟨V ′,E ′,L ′⟩ is a subgraph of G :⟨V ,E,L⟩, denoted as
′
G ⊑G, if V ′ ⊆V , E ′ ⊆E, and L ′ ⊆ L. We denote as P ⊑(G) the set of
all subgraphs of G. A graph-query is also a graph Q:⟨VQ ,EQ ,LQ ⟩.
We adopt the exemplar queries semantics for the user’s query. In
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Method
AQE [5]
Explicit feedback [12, 39]
Implicit feedback [2, 11]
External-sources [14, 19]
Pseudo-relevant [4, 20]
GRF [37]
Entity search [19, 47]
Contextual Ent. search [1, 41]
Exemplar queries [25, 27]
GQBE [18]
Sparklis [10]
NFCM [43]
Graph Query Suggestion

External source
query-logs
user feedback
query-logs
knowledge graphs
none
Wikipedia
none
keywords
none
none
none
Wikipedia
none

Data model
documents
documents
documents
documents
documents
graphs
graphs
graphs
graphs
graphs
graphs
graphs
graphs
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Structured query
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✔
✔
✔
✘
✔

Query expansion
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘*
✔
✔

Interactive
✘
✔
✔
✔
✔
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✔
✘
✔

Data-driven
✔
✘
✔
✘
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Example-based
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✘
✔
✔
✔
✔
✘
✔
✔

Table 1: Outline of related work in terms of fulfilled (✔) and missing (✘) properties of query expansions for exploratory search.
exemplar queries [6, 18, 27], the user issues queries on a knowledge
graph K by means of a subgraph Q ⊑K. Thereby, a graph-query is
interpreted as an example or representative of the intended results.
Example 3.1. Given a user looking for advisors of famous scientists: one example is Alfred Kleiner that can be provided as the exemplar query identified by the edge ⟨A. Einstein, advisor, A. Kleiner⟩.
It follows that, when performing the search task, an answer to a
graph-query is a subgraph similar to the one the user provides.
Definition 3.2 (Exemplar Queries [18, 27]). The answers to a query
Q is a set of subgraphs of the knowledge graph that is similar to Q
for some similarity relation ∼, i.e., A ={A | A⊑K ∧ A∼Q }.
The above definition depends on the specific choice of the similarity ∼. This problem has been extensively studied in the context of
graph search [17, 27]. Here, we use edge-label preserving subgraph
isomorphism as our default similarity [17, 27]. For instance, for the
user query in Example 3.1, expected answers are other subgraphs
like ⟨Hendrik Lorentz, advisor, Pieter Rijke⟩, and ⟨Niels Bohr, advisor, Christian Christiansen⟩. Hence, we want to suggest expansions
to graph-queries represented by graph-structures as defined above.
Graph-Query Expansions. It is unrealistic to assume that a user
is able to operate on complex graphs and provide a complete subgraph representing an example of the intended results. We instead
consider a user that provides an initial query Q, which is treated as
a partial specification of the example. Then, we enable the system
to recommend additional information (in the form of edges) to be
added to such example to better specify the user intent. The suggested edges are called query expansions. In this work, we accept as
a starting query Q any connected subgraph of K; i.e., both arbitrary
structures as well as queries with just a single entity (i.e., a node in
the graph). An expanded graph-query is then a super-graph of the
original query.
Definition 3.3 (Expanded Query). An expanded query
Q ′:⟨VQ ′,EQ ′,LQ ′⟩ of a query Q :⟨VQ ,EQ ,LQ ⟩ is a connected graph
Q ⊑Q ′, such that |EQ ′|>|EQ |. EQ ′\EQ is the set of query expansions.
Example 3.4. Assume the user query in Example 3.1. Possible
query expansions are edges like ⟨A. Einstein, invention, Einstein
Refrigerator⟩, or ⟨A. Kleiner, employer, University of Zurich⟩.
Suggesting Query Expansions. A graph-query suggestion system needs to select only a subset of the possible expansions to be
presented to the user. Indeed, the straightforward approach, which
generates all possible expansions through all the neighbouring relationships around the initial query, overloads the user with too

many options. For instance, the entity Albert Einstein in Freebase
has 500+ outgoing relationships with other entities, not counting
attributes like age or height. As such, we require an intelligent way
to select only those relationships that are more likely to describe the
type of information the user had in mind. We formulate the problem
in a ranking-retrieval fashion by defining a relevance function ρ on
the possible relationships that can be added to the current query Q
to obtain the expansion Q ′ on the knowledge graph K :⟨V,E,L⟩.
We denote the set of candidate expansion edges as Eδ . Hence,
once presented with the set of expansions Eδ , the user either selects one expansion edge e ′∈Eδ to form the expanded query Q ′, or
interrupts the process if no expansion is required. Note that for interactive exploration, when an expansion is selected, the expanded
query Q ′ can be provided as input for further expansion, hence we
need only to model the single step. Hence, we tackle the following:
Problem 1 (Graph Query Suggestion). Given a knowledge
graph K :⟨V,E,L⟩, a number k >0, and an initial query Q, retrieve the
top-k edges set Eδ ⊂E, |Eδ |≤k, ranked according to relevance function
ρ. The elements from Eδ are returned as suggested query expansions.

4

GRAPH-QUERY SUGGESTION MODEL

Next, we provide an effective model for the unknown user relevance
function ρ. With such function we obtain a list of k expansion edges
Eδ ⊆E that is shown to the user, among which they can choose
the desired expansion. We devise models to discover the implicit
user preference given the scarce feedback and relying solely on
the data and the query. Our model instantiates ρ as an estimate
of the likelihood of the user selecting a specific expansion edge
given the query they provided. To this effect, we first provide an
appropriate model for the graph-query, and then expand such a
model for computing likelihood of a candidate expansion.

4.1

Bag-of-Labels Model for Graph-Query

One of our core contributions is a simple, yet powerful, modelling
that bridges the gap between knowledge graphs and the well-known
retrieval models applied to documents. We first establish a parallel
between graph-query-suggestion and query expansion for keyword
queries [12] with reference to language models [31]. The language
model in keyword queries relates the relevance of a document D
to the intent expressed by a keyword query q. The intent behind a
query is defined by a distribution over the words from which the
user samples the content of the query [31]. In language models,
each document D in a collection C is described by a multinomial
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distribution p̂(w |D) over each keyword w [31]. Under such model,
the likelihood p̂(D|q) for a query q=⟨w 1,w 2...w n ⟩ is proportional to
p̂(q|D)p̂(D), where p̂(D) is a prior on D. Intuitively, the user’s query
describes a summary of a document through a sample of words
drawn from a distribution over the document collection. Therefore,
identifying which new keyword w ′ could be added to q turns into
estimating the probability p̂(w ′|q). Hence, we estimate the probabilistic model M q (a multinomial distribution over keywords) that
generated q as well as the one generating D, i.e., M D .
To bridge the gap between traditional search models and graphsearch, we propose an adapted representation for a graph. In particular, we note that a graph query describes a set of relationships,
which are characterized by the respective edge labels. As such, a
graph can be modelled as follows:
Definition 4.1 (Bag of Labels Model of a Graph). Given a graph
G :⟨VG ,EG ,LG ⟩,G
 ⊑K, its adapted representation as a multiset (or
bag) is Bag(G): l m(l ) |⟨v 1,v 2,l⟩∈E K ∧(v 1∈VG ∨v 2 ∈VG ) .
m(l) represents the cardinality
of label l in the Bag(G) (duplicate

edges are preserved) as | ⟨v 1,v 2,l⟩∈E K ∧(v 1∈VG ∨v 2 ∈VG ) |.
Under this definition, two graphs are similar if they contain similar bags of edge labels. Note that an edge label can appear multiple
times around nodes in a graph, so the frequency of edge labels is as
important as the frequency of keywords in the corresponding bagof-words model. Furthermore, we do not include only edges that
appear in the current graph, but also edges on the fringe that connects
the graph-nodes with the surrounding portion of the knowledge graph.
This choice has two positive effects: (1) it enriches the description
of Bag(Q) and Bag(G), and (2) allows the model to be applicable
even when Q contains just a single node. Our experiments show
that this modelling choice effectively captures enough information
and still enables fast computations, despite its simplicity. Given
our bag of labels model, we estimate MG for any graph G∈P ⊑(K)
using label frequencies in Bag(G). That is, MG is a multinomial
distribution over edge-labels, which is estimated according to the
frequency of edge labels in the corresponding Bag(G).

4.2

Baseline Scoring-Functions

We present two baseline techniques for computing ρ(Q,e) as the
likelihood of choosing the edge e with label ℓ(e)=l, given a graph
query Q with some modeled edge-label distribution M, i.e., p̂(l |MQ ).
The first method is based on maximum likelihood estimation, where
the score of a label l is proportional to its relative frequency around
the graph-query and in the entire repository, i.e., frequent labels are
considered more likely to be part of a query. The model is estimated
with Dirichlet smoothing (according to previous work [46]) as:
p̂(l |MQ )M LE =

l |+εp̂(l |K)
|EQ

,
(1)
|EQ |+ε
where ϵ is the Dirichlet prior (a system-wide constant usually bel | is the number of edges in Q with
tween 1000 and 2000 [46]), |EQ
label l, |EQ | is the total number of edges in Q, and p̂(l |K) represents
the probability of l in the collection of target graphs, but in our
case is approximated by |E l |/|E| (E l are edges with label l in K).
The second technique favours distinctive labels, i.e., labels that
are frequent around the query, but infrequent in the dataset. This
score is computed with the KL-divergence [20], as follows:
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p̂(l |MQ )K L ∝exp



1
λ
log(p̂(l |MQ ))−
log(p̂(l |K))
(1−λ)
(1−λ)


(2)

The parameter λ ∈[0,1) is a weighting parameter that for document
search depends on the frequency of keywords in the collection,
while in our case, depends on the frequency of labels in the graph.

4.3

Scoring with Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

Next, we describe a model-based approach inspired by the pseudorelevance feedback framework [4, 21, 45]. Under this model, we
estimate the likelihood of a candidate expansion-edge based on its
relative frequency within a pseudo-relevance set of graphs retrieved
by the original query. Based on that, a new model is estimated
(Mr el ) to evaluate the likelihood of a candidate query expansion.
As such, we process the current graph-query and obtain the
pseudo-relevance set Gr el ={G 1,...,G k } of answer graphs that match
the original user query. We retrieve those answers by applying entity similarity [36] for single entities, or exemplar queries [18, 27]
for generic graph-queries. The relevance score for the candidate
expansion label l can be obtained through maximum likelihood
estimation from the set Gr el of (pseudo-)relevant graphs and the
corresponding set of bags of labels Bag(Gr el )
Õ
p̂(l |Mr el )M LE ≈
p̂(l |MG )p̂(Q |MG ),
(3)
G ∈G

r el
Î
where p̂(Q |MG )∝ l ∈Bag(Q )p̂(l |MG ), and each p̂(l |MG ) is computed
according to Equation 1.
For instance, assume the query to be the edge ⟨ A.Einstein, education, PhD⟩ as in Figure 1 (middle). We will first retrieve as a
pseudo-relevance set all other edges (or a top-k subset) with the
same label (those are, by construction isomorphic graphs). Then we
rank the edges around the original query that were not contained
in the query, e.g., awards won or advisor, and we will do so by
exploiting the frequency of such labels in the pseudo-relevance set.
In particular, if we rank them based on their score in Equation 3
we will favour expansions that appear frequently in the pseudorelevant set.
As we observed earlier (Equation 2), one could use alternatively
the intuition behind the KL-divergence scoring model [45]. In practice, the scoring assigns a high probability to expansions that are
common in Gr el , but not so common within the rest of the graph.
Within such a model, a candidate expansion label l has a score
proportional to the following:
Gr el
λ
© 1 Õ log(p̂(l |MG ))
ª
p̂(l |M r el )K L ∝exp 
−
log(p̂(l |K))®
(1−λ) G
| Gr el |
(1−λ)
«
¬

(4)

Surprise-based Heuristic We complete our study including a scoring technique for expansions based on the concept of surprise [33].
This heuristic is still implemented within the pseudo-relevance
feedback framework.
This method adopts the same intuition seen earlier for the case of
the KL-divergence scoring model, i.e., the expansion terms that obtain a higher score are those with a relative frequency higher in the
result-set than in the rest of the dataset. Therefore, for documents,
given a set of terms T ={t 1,t 2,...,tn }, p̂(ti ) is the probability of term
ti to appear in one document, and p̂(t 1,t 2,...,tn ) is the probability of
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all terms to occur together in one document. The surprise is then
measured by the ratio p̂(t 1,t 2,...,tn )/p̂(t 1)·p̂(t 2)...·p̂(tn )
Therefore, given the query Q ={t 1,t 2,...,tn }, we can score an
expansion term t ′ by considering the increment in the surprise score
obtained by Surprise(T )−Surprise(T ∪{t ′}). Note that, opposed to
the earlier models, this score counts the number of documents in
which a term appears, but is not affected if in some documents the
term is more or less frequent. The final score is:
Surprise(l)∝p̂(l |Mr el )/p̂(l |K).
(5)

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Here we show that suggesting labels based only on their absolute
frequency in the graph does not provide any useful information.
The same is true when we favour expansions based only on node
popularity or proximity: they result more frequently in unhelpful
suggestions. In contrast, our method based on KL-divergence with
PRF inclusion provides relevant suggestions even when the query
contains one edge. Therefore, the KL-divergence with PRF is the
most appropriate score for graph-query suggestion and it is able to
effectively support users unfamiliar with the graph schema.

5.1

Experimental settings

Dataset: We validate our approach on Freebase, one of the largest
available knowledge graphs. We use two snapshots. First the full
dataset (after removing unnecessary metadata, e.g., Freebase users)
with 76M nodes, 314M edges, and ∼4.5K distinct edge labels. The
other is a smaller snapshot (used in KG contextualization [43]),
which focuses on People, Films, Music, Awards, Government, Business, Organizations, and Education (∼500 edge labels).
Implementation: We implement our four methods [23]: MLE: The
maximum likelihood estimation (Eq. 1); KL: The KL-divergence
method (Eq. 2); MLE-rel: The maximum likelihood estimation with
PRF (Eq. 3); KL-rel: The KL-divergence method with PRF (Eq. 4).
Additionally, we implement three baseline methods: PPR: entity recommendation based on random walks [40]; Srp: Surprise heuristic
described in Equation 5; Rnd: uniformly random suggestion. With
Personalized Page Rank [3], in our case, edge suggestions are those
directed towards nodes with the highest PPR score.
Queries: We tested two different sets of queries. For the first set
(QALD-7), we obtained graph queries by translating questions and
answers from the QALD-7 dataset [42]. We manually selected 65
queries covering diverse topics and with a clear exploratory intent,
having potentially multiple answers and an explicit mapping into
Freebase nodes and edges1. The choice of Freebase is motivated by
previous studies [18, 27, 43] and allow us to evaluate our methods
on one of the largest available knowledge graphs. For instance, the
first query in the QALD-7 dataset is “doctoral supervisor, Albert
Einstein”, this can be translated into the single exemplar entity A.
Einstein, or in the exemplar edge ⟨A. Einstein, advisor, A. Kleiner⟩
(see Figure 1). We then assigned to each graph-query a descriptive,
yet unbiased, sentence to describe the exploratory information need.
For instance, in the previous example, the assigned exploratory need
was “Academic information about Albert Einstein”.
The second set (KG contextualization) is a larger set of 325 facts
designed to test fact contextualization methods [43]. While this set
1http://people.cs.aau.dk/~matteo/files/exp-queries.zip
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has more queries, it is designed for a different task, where the query
is limited to a single edge and answers are expected to help the
user understand the context of such fact. Moreover, all the queries
in this set are people-centric (i.e., facts that involve a person).
Running time: We remark that the goal of this work is to study
ranking models for graph query suggestion. There are only two
time-consuming tasks in our algorithm: retrieving neighbour edges,
to compute candidate expansions, and exemplar-query answering
for PRF ranking. Both enjoy very efficient implementations [18, 27]
that run in less than 1 sec. on average, while the time required to
compute the score given the computed results is of few milliseconds.

5.2

User assessment

For the QALD-7 query set, we computed the top-20 edge expansion
suggestions for each query and each method, i.e., for each graph
query we obtained a list of 20 distinct edges that could be added to it.
We obtained 7 expansion lists each one containing 20 edges one for
each suggestion method. Each expansion has been translated into
natural language1 in order to allow the raters to judge its relevance
to the task. Through crowd-sourcing, for each query and candidate
expansion, we collected human judgments assessing their relevance
on a four-point scale: irrelevant (0), uninteresting (1), fairly interesting (2), really interesting (3). In total, we obtained more than 25
thousands judgments, with at least three judgments for each querysuggestion pair. In particular, the average stddev among ratings
for each question-answer pair is 0.413, median stddev of 0.471, and
90th percentile of 0.942. The query set for KG contextualization
provides judgments with a similar format also obtained through
crowdsourcing. In their case, facts are scored based not only on the
edge-types but also on the target entity involved. We aggregated
their relevance scores to obtain relevant edge-labels coherent with
our application.
When analyzing the proportion of ratings we obtained from the
human assessors, we found on average only five really interesting,
or fairly interesting suggestions per query, among all methods.
This demonstrates that usually the user intent can be described by
a very small number of edges. This finding is consistent with the
other query set, where less than 10% of the answers are judged
relevant [43]. That is, finding the right edge to expand the user
query, resembles the proverbial needle in the haystack. For both
query datasets we can report a moderate agreement among raters.

5.3

Ranking quality

We compare first the ranked suggestions for the QUALD-7 dataset
in terms of Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) from
top-1 to top-20, for the case of queries composed by one single
entity (Figure 2), one edge (Figure 3), and two or more edges (Figure 4). We report the average NDCG score for each query and each
method using the averages of the human judgments.
When the query is a single entity (Figure 2), no approach performs better than guessing. Except for PPR, all other methods perform similarly and the difference among methods does not significantly deviate (with p-value <0.05) from random (Rnd). The low
performance of PPR is statistically significant (p-value <0.05) compared to the other methods. As expected, knowing just the entity
of interest is too little information to predict the user interest. In
such cases, an effective strategy could maximize suggestion-list
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Figure 2: NDCG score at top-1 to top20 when the starting query contains 1
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Figure 3: NDCG score at top-1 to top20 when the starting query contains 1
Edge (2 Entities)

diversity, in order to cover many different aspects and help the user
disambiguate their intention.
The outcome is different for queries composed by one edge (Figure 3).
We see that the KL-rel function outperforms the other methods
with an average NDCG score around 5.5 (with p-value <0.05, w.r.t
Rnd, PPR, KL, and MLE). The Surprise (Srp) heuristic provides good
results as more suggestions are included in the top-k, and the difference with KL-rel is not statistically significant after the top-12.
PRF paired with a strategy that favours unexpectedly frequent relationships, pays-off in terms of quality, pushing relevant suggestions
first. On the other hand, we notice that favouring really frequent
edge labels is detrimental to the quality of the suggestions. This is
confirmed by the queries with 2 or more edges (Figure 4), where
the KL-rel outperforms the competitors (p-value <0.05).
The results in Table 2 on the KG contextualization query set [43]
confirm the above findings. The NDCG scores indicate (with p-value
<0.05) that the KL-rel scoring function provides consistently better
suggestions than the other methods. We note that our technique
presents structure-query suggestions, where relevance is scored
against relationship types, whereas the focus of the KG contextualization task is on specific fact instances. Moreover, NFCM [43]
is a supervised method, while our approach is fully unsupervised.
For this reason we abstain from a direct comparison of the two
methods. Instead, in a different experiment, we investigate whether
our scores – combined – can form simple and effective features on
a supervised learning-to-rank method for the NFCM task. In this
experiment, we use all the scores (Srp, MLE, KL, MLE-rel, KL-rel,
and PPR) as features. Each query-expansion pair is encoded as a
query-document pair to train a state-of-the-art learning-to-rank
model [29] using the labels in NFCM [43]. We report that in this
different settings our approach obtains comparable results to NFCM
(e.g., NDCG@5 of 0.4513 vs. 0.5110 declared; NDCG@10 of 0.4954 vs.
0.5289 declared) and generally superior to all the baselines against
which NFCM was tested [43]. This result indicates the applicability
of our measures on related tasks, such as contextualization.
NDCG @3
@5
@10 @12 @15 @18 @20
EM-rel 0.2961 0.2625 0.4185 0.4185 0.4185 0.4185 0.4457
Srp
0.2346 0.2617 0.3470 0.3470 0.3764 0.4333 0.4333
KL-rel 0.3743 0.4928 0.5819 0.5819 0.6112 0.6394 0.6394
Table 2: Avg. NDCG for the KG Contextualization data [43].
Comparison with different query-sizes: We study the effect of
increasing the query size on the ability to predict relevant expansions (we mark as relevant suggestions with an average score larger
than 2 on the scale [0–3]). We studied the mean average precision
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Figure 4: NDCG score at top-1 to top20 when the starting query contains 2
or more Edges (3+ Entities)

(MAP) at top-1,3,5,10 for all the methods, comparing different query
sizes (not reported for space constraints). We recorded both better
precision provided by the KL-methods (when presented with at
least one edge in the query), but also the fact that, as the user provides additional information, the score is able to better capture the
user intention and provide more relevant information. Note that as
the size of the query increases, the number of possible expansions
also increase: this makes the task harder, yet precision is not hurt,
proving that the additional information is effectively exploited.

5.4

Measuring user effort

We estimate the user effort spared on obtaining the desired graph
query. We assume each query’s target graph is obtained by selecting the edges with the highest user rating. The initial query is the
fact mentioned by keyword queries in the QALD-7 dataset (e.g.,
for “Academic information on A. Einstein” we consider ⟨A. Einstein,
advisor, A. Kleiner⟩). The overall effort compares the number of
suggestions required to retrieve all the edges from the initial query
to the total number of possible edge types that a user would be required to inspect without our system (i.e., the number of edge-types
for each entity). For instance, for the query above, the final query
graph would contain facts about the advisor, the PhD degree, and
the university of affiliation. Considering that the entity A. Einstein
has 41 edge-types around it and presenting to the user just one
instance of each type, the user would be required to inspect all of
them to identify the desired edges. With our best scoring (KL-rel),
the first relevant fact (⟨A. Einstein, education, PhD⟩) was within
the top-5 suggestions, while the information about the department
and the university were among the top-6 in the subsequent set of
suggestions. This allows the user to limit the inspection to just 11
edge types, instead of a total of 50. We repeated the process for all
queries. We estimate that, with our system, the user can inspect 60%
fewer edge-types, significantly reducing their effort in formulating
their queries. Therefore, our system makes the difference between a
task that users will most probably never complete (with traditional
tools), and a task they can easily carry out (using our suggestions).

6

CONCLUSIONS

We consider the novel task of graph query expansion in the context
of exemplar search. We introduce query expansion methods for
knowledge graphs to help users navigate queries and answers at the
same time. Our experimental evaluation on real users demonstrates
the expressiveness and the effectiveness of our methods in assisting
the users in exploratory search. Our score based on KL-divergence
outperforms strong baselines based on frequent edge labels and
Personalized PageRank, providing useful graph-query suggestions.

Graph-Query Suggestions for Knowledge Graph Exploration
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